Case History
PromiGroup
Design and realization of a Data Center
The development of the IT sector

The IT sector is constantly growing; hence the importance for each type of business of updating not only their own company equipment, but also the environments dedicated to hosting them.

In order to be able to offer the best service to its customers it is, in fact, necessary to be able to rely on a solid IT system which can support the most complex operational activities and increase the Brand Reputation.

PromiGroup studies the best solutions and creates tailor-made Data Centers, able to host any type of IT infrastructure.
For an important Tuscany’s customer, we have planned (according to the specifications he provided to us) new spaces in line with the current needs of the company, appropriate to allow the development and the future growth of its infrastructure, easily and without additional costs.

The heart of the project, with a double system and variable density, provides a flexibility suitable for the most different needs.

The choice of PromiGroup was successful: the entire structure of the Data Center environment was taken charge and built respecting the combination of the various infrastructural components, allowing the delivery of a “turnkey” solution.
The Project

One interlocutor, multiple services

Rely on a single interlocutor, therefore, not only simplifies management and realization but also represents a huge saving. The real strength of PromiGroup is, in fact, represented by the multiplicity of the services offered that allow the creation of a Data Center through a single supplier, which manages all the orders for the realization of specialized environments.